
My recent work is a series of sculptures that are carved from solid slabs of clay. Relating to the connection between 

garden and paradise, the imagery in my work originates from the fruit plants in and around my urban home. I tend to 

tomato vines, small potted lemon trees, miniature oranges, and various figs along side both a blackberry and currant 

bush. I harvest the branches as cuttings when they begin to arch from the weight of their fruit. Propped in small glass 

bottles or stuck into lumps of clay, the branches are arranged and their shadows projected. The branches create an 

ephemeral installation as I study the different angles of their shadows, composing them on my studio wall and readying 

them for capture.

The sculptural shapes begin on paper as traced outlines of the shadow. Working with these drawn silhouettes, I retrace 

and compose—overlapping and repeating the drawings to create complex images. This process is intuitive and I often 

hold onto drawings for long periods of time before superimposing them onto a material. Once I have explored the 

variations of the drawn composition, I begin to interpret them in a manner similar to an inkblot Rorschach test. I look 

for patterns in the patterns. The drawing motifs often resemble ornaments—some look like architectural fragments, 

others resemble flying creatures, and still others like a looking glass or picture frame. 

I work with different kinds of material and rely on each of them to import specific properties. Using window screen or 

paper, I play with the insubstantiality of thin layers. I work with draping felt and distorted moiré effects that result from 

overlapping grids. My primary medium clay, has very specific material qualities—it’s malleable yet permanent, visceral 

yet refined. It responds to the pressure of the hand, it cracks and shrinks as it goes through a metamorphosis in the 

firing process. 

Working with the clay, I push and pull large slabs or coils into an approximate shape. This is physical work, and as I 

move upwards and outwards with the forms, the limitations of the material, gravity, and my own physicality become 

barriers. The shadow drawing is then transferred to the clay form, and as I begin to carve, the sculptural form emerges. 

The shadow takes a new shape, and the clay form begins to let the light back through familiar negative spaces. This 

process—the capturing and materializing of ephemera—repeatedly fascinates me. 
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